
Man cannot live alone; the individual cannot Society cannot do without the family; and 
although family groups can be conceived as independent and self-sufficing, the family has 
from very early times been in like manner part of a larger society, whether it be a clan, a 
tribe, or a nation, with which it is bound up. No society can continue without some 
uniform practice and habits of life. Individual impulse has to be subordinated to this need; 
and this subordination is a never-ending process. Hence there must be rule and constraint; 
and not the less so because, in one sense, the aims of the society and of the individual 
coincide. On the whole and in the long run the interest of the individual is that society 
should exist. This is obviously true; but it is far from obviously true, indeed it seems not to 
be true, that his interest coincides always or everywhere with the interest of the society 
whereof he is a member, either as it really is or as it seems to be to those who conduct its 
affairs. Society comes into existence because its members could not live without it; but in 
continuing to exist it forthwith aims at an ideal, and that ideal is for the society and not for 
the individual member. The need for internal order is as constant as the need for external 
defense. No society can be stable in which either of these requirements substantially fails to 
be provided for; and internal order means a great deal more that the protection of 
individuals against willful revolt or wanton lawlessness.  Express and definite forms of 
association are required for the fulfillment of these purposes and the maintenance of a 
perpetual succession from one generation of men living in society to another. When 
established, these forms embody and preserve individual character of every self-
maintaining community. 
 
 In the sum of such forms, as expressing and determining in each case the conditions of 
collective life and well-being we have the State. We say well-being with reference to the 
ideal and not with reference to the actual success attained. Some States have secured the 
well being of their members much better than others, and less successful ones may be 
called relatively bad, or in some cases even very bad. Still an inferior social organization, 
though measurably worse than other and better forms, is immeasurably better than none.  
 
Further, if the State is to be permanent, we need more than the existence of some kind of 
social rule. We conceive many rules, the common and fundamental ones in matters of right 
and wrong, for example, to be binding on men simply as rational and social beings, without 
regard to any positive institutions. But this will not suffice for the State, which is an 
association for living together in definite ways. There must be rules binding the members 
of the State not merely as human or rational, but as members of that State; and this is not 
affected by the fact that to some extent, perhaps to a large extent, such rules include the 
matter of universal or more highly general duties which are of antecedent and independent 
force. Wherever any considerable degree of civilization has been reached, we find means 
appointed by public authority for declaring, administering, and enforcing rules of this kind. 
In dealing with these rules, as with all others, both the persons administering them and 
those whose interest are affected have to attend not only to these rules or principles 
themselves, but to the conditions under which they become applicable, the mode in which 
they are applied, and the consequences of their application. The sum pf such rules as 
existing in a given commonwealth, under whatever particular forms, is what in common 
speech we understand by law; the publicly appointed or recognized bodies which 
administer such rules are courts of justice. By justice, in this usage, we mean not only the 
doing of right, or the duty thereof, as between man and man, but the purpose and 
endeavour of the State to cause right to be done.  
 
 


